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But isnt that good for the gymnast and for the person who is being challenged to use their techniques on their
own bodies. Certainly I believe that like all types of fitness, any form of movement that a person does in gym class
will make them have a better body in the future. But to specifically address the gymnast who started on the floor
as a toddler, and then had to improve everything after the transition, I believe that gymnastics is the one that has
done more for me than any other type of exercise. I have progressed from weighted pull-ups to handstand push-
ups using just my body. I have not used any type of external resistance or weighted equipment. Ahhh I love it!

Thanks for listening and I hope that you dont get hurt when you try this!! I would LOVE to do this with you! I still
have so much to learn about my body and the way to understand what it needs. Your story is so interesting
because so many of us started doing gymnastics as babies and you talk about eventually growing out of it. I

remember in elementary school when the gym teacher would come in and say, we are going to work on our pogo
springs today and I would just get so excited! Im just getting older and realize more and more how flexible my

body is and its so much different from other bodies! To me, its more like a group of bodys. It builds a super strong
core that is so important for anything in gymnastics. With growing up I have also started to notice more and more
how limiting certain techniques can be and how they just need to be developed. I love how you focus on stretching
and how it can change the angle of your body at certain joints. Honestly though, I dont think I would ever be at a
point of pain while stretching. Even the pogo springs as an old time classic! Thank you so much for listening and

for coming back to this! Great job!!
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i had never taught pre-school gymnastics before this. it was fun for me because my wife and i both have kids in
the pre-school program and we knew what to expect. it's a great class. they are working through skills and

practice them at their stations. they get a reward at the end of the lesson for each station they complete. there
are two coaches. one is the 'talent spotter' and one is the 'peacemaker' (the parent). i love this class. the kids are
so energized. they get excited and pumped up when they get to the gym and they really take to the lesson. i've

learned a lot from the kids and from the experience. i've also made a lot of friends through the program. i've
gotten to know some amazing parents and have seen their kids grow and change. i've seen many kids go from

being shy, uncoordinated, unathletic kids to able to do things they never thought they could do before. all of this
comes from simply doing gymnastics. using the program, the first thing you'll notice is how much better you feel

with your hands. the warm-up series will improve your handstand quality. one of the first things i noticed in
fundamentals was the lack of a warm-up. in gymnastic bodies, there's a warm-up, but it's a bit different than what

i am used to. i got the booklet to read up on this stuff. it seems to be a good approach, but a bit different than
what i've been doing. regardless, the warm-ups are very good. the stretch series makes me feel like i am getting a

much better warm-up. the handstand series is really good. when i first started doing handstands, i was very
tentative and worried about doing them. now, i can do them with a lot more confidence and flow. i can't say that

this program would work for everyone, but it definitely has done wonders for me. now, i would recommend
gymnastic bodies to anyone who wants to get stronger and more flexible in their hands. 5ec8ef588b
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